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Welcome to iaCa's Summer academy!

opening ceremony of the 2017 summer academy
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Dear participant,

a very warm welcome to laxenburg and to iaca’s eighth 
annual international summer academy - a global classroom 
of anti-corruption and compliance professionals where 
“practice meets science”. 

this year we are proud to welcome participants from some 
40 countries around the world.

the busy programme will have you rethinking (anti)corruption 
and compliance from day one. You will discuss topics such as 
open source investigation, the impact of new and emerging 
technologies, corruption in sports, the role of national anti-
corruption agencies, and many more. 

You will learn from global experts including judges, chief 
compliance officers of multinational firms, senior officials 
from the united nations and national governments, and 
distinguished academics.

You will also have time to socialize and to explore laxenburg, 
Vienna, and other parts of beautiful austria.

in addition, this week is a great opportunity to network 
with fellow participants, iaca alumni and staff, and our 
current master’s students, and to meet members of the local 
community.

next Friday you will join our network of 1,500-plus alumni 
in 155 countries and jurisdictions. so i hope this summer 
academy is just the first step in your long and successful 
journey with iaca. 

i look forward to meeting you in person and, on behalf of 
the whole iaca team, wish you a fruitful and stimulating 
summer academy! 

Martin Kreutner
Dean & executive secretary of iaca

 

welcome word
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Opening CeremOny

opening ceremony of the 2016 summer academy
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saturday, 30.06.2018

martin Kreutner 

martin Kreutner is Dean and executive secretary of the international anti-corruption 
academy (iaca). He served as Director of the austrian Federal bureau for internal 
affairs for nine years, and as president of the european partners against corruption 
network (epac) and the european contact-point network against corruption (eacn). 
Mr. Kreutner has lectured around the world on topics related to anti-corruption, 
international humanitarian law, and security. He was, and continues to be, a member 
of several international boards, as well as a senior reviewer for, inter alia, the united 
nations, the council of europe, the organization for security and co-operation in europe 
(osce), transparency international, and the World bank. Mr. Kreutner holds a Master in 
law from the university of innsbruck, and a Master in policing and public order studies 
from the university of leicester. in both 2014 and 2015, he was recognized as one of the 
100 Most influential people in business ethics by ethisphere (usa) for his anti-corruption 
work with iaca and his dedication to improving human welfare through his work with 
the united nations, transparency international, and other global organizations.

introDuction, context, anD HistorY oF iDeas

tHe suMMer acaDeMY sYllabus

the summer academy syllabus is devised to introduce participants to the core issues and themes that iaca considers 
central to understanding the causes and consequences of corruption. the syllabus is also intended to provide 
participants with an awareness of corruption’s persistence and the continuing efforts necessary to address it. this 
year iaca has again drawn together an exceptional range of speakers, reflecting academic, policy, and practitioner 
perspectives and using a range of delivery methods. the context for the summer academy is set through participants’ 
own experiences, as well as through teambuilding and other approaches. the eight-day programme covers a range of 
themes before concluding with global perspectives on addressing corruption.

un photo/Mark garten
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introDuction, context, anD HistorY oF iDeas

CatHerine Bamugemereire
Catherine Bamugemereire  is a Justice of the court of appeal of uganda/constitutional 
court. she has had a long-standing and illustrious judicial career of almost 25 years 
with additional international experience including periods as legal advisor at shell 
Mexico lpg, research assistant at the southern Methodist university (sMu) in Dallas, 
and associate lecturer at the university of surrey. catherine has had a long illustrious 
career and proven success in various disciplines of law including international laws, 
criminal, anti-corruption, commercial and civil, Family and land law. she was called 
to the High court bench of uganda as a High court Judge in 2010. catherine has 
delivered over 20 landmark decisions in corruption cases in uganda with a conviction 
rate of 90%, and has made asset recovery orders in excess of hundreds of millions of 
us Dollars. she has written and presented extensively on the subject of corruption at 
scholarly conferences at oxford brookes, Manchester, leicester, and the World bank in 
Washington D.c. catherine holds an llb from Makerere university and an llM from the 
sMu Dedman school of law, Dallas, texas, usa.

 

retHinKing corruption: global perspectiVes, contextualiZeD initiatiVes, anD 
DeFining corruption as an olD criMe WitH neW ForMs

catherine will begin with a deconstruction of the historical perspectives associated with corruption, focusing on 
countries in europe, asia, and africa. based on historical context and contemporary statistics, catherine will examine 
perspectives of anti-corruption approaches and the evolution of anti-corruption practices in various nations. the 
pervasive nature of corruption, both in developed economies and in its devastating effects on the socio-economic 
progress of developing states, is not arguable. catherine’s lecture will provide examples which seek to underscore the 
fact that a one-size-fits-all approach cannot be applied. she will note that to combat corruption effectively, there must 
be a commitment to reform, not only of the law, but also of attitudes and practices. consequently, she will suggest an 
urgent need for a nuanced approach to addressing corruption across a variety of jurisdictions and immediate solutions 
for developing economies which have more to lose due to the scourge of corruption.

summer academy 2018
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saturday, 30.06.2018

teaMbuilDing

Karin KÜBLBÖCK
Karin Küblböck is an economist at the austrian Foundation for Development research, 
with a research focus, among others, on international economic governance issues. she has 
longstanding expertise in organizing and facilitating workshops and conferences, in process 
design and innovative facilitation methods. in addition she is a mediator and has expertise 
in non-violent communication. she is founding member of cokon - “conferences that unfold 
potential”.

WaLter Suntinger
Walter Suntinger is a freelance consultant and trainer in the field of human rights. He 
is also a lecturer at the university of Vienna (Vienna Master of arts in Human rights) and 
the university of applied sciences in Wiener neustadt (security studies). He holds a law 
degree from the university of graz and a certificate of systemic change Management of the 
steinbeis university in germany. His main working areas are: human rights in the police and 
criminal justice system, human rights monitoring of places of deprivation of liberty, business 
and human rights, and development cooperation. He has long-time experience in designing 
and facilitating workshops and conferences.
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the teambuilding session aims to establish a feeling 
of community within the group and to build a 
foundation for reflective learning and experience 
sharing during the Summer academy. 

We offer activities that help the group in getting to 
know each other, to open up, build trust, and reflect 
their individual and joint goals. We will also discuss 

which conditions support fruitful and productive 
learning within a group and how this can be put into 
practice. One outcome of the teambuilding session 
will be joint principles for collective learning that 
will contribute to successful collaboration during 
the Summer academy. 

teamBuiLding
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sunday, 01.07.2018

legal FraMeWorKs oF anti-corruption & econoMY oF corruption 

oVerVieW, acHieVeMents, & cHallenges oF tHe uncac reVieW MecHanisM

Dimitri Vlassis will begin with a brief overview of the united nations convention against corruption (uncac) and then 
discuss the implementation review Mechanism of the convention, focusing on its process, progress, and prospects. 
He will also address the impact that the Mechanism has had since its establishment.

dimitri VLaSSiS
dimitri Vlassis holds a law degree from the university of athens (greece) and an llM 
(Master of laws) from the university of Miami (usa). He has pursued postgraduate 
studies in international law at the george Washington university. He is licensed to 
practice law in greece and is a member of the athens bar association. Mr. Vlassis was 
recruited in 1989 following the successful completion of the united nations national 
competitive examination, working with the united nations office on Drugs and crime 
(unoDc) ever since. From 1998 to 2003, he was secretary of the ad Hoc committee 
for the elaboration of the united nations convention against transnational organized 
crime and from 2004 to 2008 the secretary of the conference of the parties to that 
convention. From 2001 to 2003, he was secretary of the ad Hoc committee on the 
negotiation of a convention against corruption. Mr. Vlassis is currently secretary of 
the conference of the states parties to the convention. as chief of the corruption 
and economic crime branch, he leads unoDc’s work on action against corruption and 
other forms of economic crime.
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CHriStine uriarte 

Christine uriarte is a senior legal analyst at the anti-corruption Division of the oecD, 
where she has worked for 19 years. Her main responsibility is leading reviews by the 
Working group on bribery of implementation of the oecD anti-bribery convention and 
related instruments by the states parties to the convention. she is an expert on corporate 
compliance, aMl/cFt, and tax issues, and also contributes to work on corruption 
related to public procurement and state-owned enterprises. she has contributed to 
the work of the g20 anti-corruption Working group, and is also the manager of the 
anti-corruption Division’s engagement with india, indonesia, Malaysia, and thailand. 
previously, Ms. uriarte worked on the aDb/oecD anti-corruption initiative for asia-
pacific for 5 years. she coordinated the review of the oecD anti-bribery instruments 
which culminated in the 2009 oecD recommendation on Further combating Foreign 
bribery. before joining the oecD, she was a human rights and criminal, legal, and policy 
analyst with the government of canada, before which she was an associate with a 
criminal law firm in canada. Ms. uriarte has a law degree from Queen’s university, 
canada, and was called to the bar in ontario, canada, in 1985.

legal FraMeWorKs oF anti-corruption & econoMY oF corruption 

FigHting Foreign briberY: successes & cHallenges 

after a short summary of the scope and purpose of the oecD anti-bribery convention, Ms. uriarte will provide 
an interactive lecture on how the convention has driven reform in the fight against the bribery of foreign public 
officials through the following modalities: the evolution of international norms, as well as policy, institutional, and 
legislative changes at the domestic level. she will also encourage the students to look critically at the evolution of 
certain emerging trends, including the use of corporate liability, settlements, and the focus on following international 
financial flows.

summer academy 2018
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role oF econoMic tHeorY in preDicting anD potentiallY curbing corruption

in this lecture, prof. søreide will explain why economic theory is useful for understanding corruption as a phenomenon, 
including with respect to individual inclinations to participate in corruption – and why countries with similar institutional 
set-ups may experience very different extents of the problem. particular weight will be placed on theoretical insights 
relevant for anti-corruption strategies, including law enforcement, and participants will discuss in class the relevance 
of ideas for practical workable anti-corruption strategies. the purpose of the lecture is to introduce the participants 
to economic intuition. presented in a way so that everybody follows the reasoning, it is often found quite fascinating 
by non-economists. 

tina SØreide

tina Søreide is professor of law and economics at the norwegian school of economics 
(nHH) and a member of iaca’s frequent visiting faculty. Her research is published 
internationally in books, academic journals, and policy reports, and she has acted as 
editor of two volumes on corruption. prof. søreide has been engaged in policy work 
for the norwegian government and internationally, including for the oecD, the eu, the 
World bank, development agencies, and governments. she is a member of the High 
level advisory group on anti-corruption and integrity (Hlag) to the secretary general 
of the oecD. she was previously employed by the Faculty of law, university of bergen 
(uib), the chr. Michelsen institute (cMi), and the World bank in Washington Dc.

sunday, 01.07.2018

legal FraMeWorKs oF anti-corruption & econoMY oF corruption 
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this evening the spectacular Vienna ring road will be the avenue which will take Summer 
academy participants around the heart of Vienna’s old town. Built during the mid-19th 
century, the “ringstraße” was constructed on top of the dismantled medieval city wall that 
had once protected the city for hundreds of years. due to modernization, the wall was later 
taken down as it had become obsolete. the newly constructed boulevard became prime real 
estate for opulent public and private buildings that still remain today along this historic site.

18:00   departure from iaCa campus, Laxenburg to Hotel motel One
19:00   Start of the tour from Hotel motel One (guided tour by bus)
19:40  Stop at Karlsplatz
20:00   end of the tour - return to Hotel motel One

Vienna Tour: ringsTrasse

sunday, 01.07.2018
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monday, 02.07.2018

miCHaeL JOHnStOn

michael Johnston is a Distinguished professor at iaca and the charles a. Dana 
professor of political science emeritus at colgate university. as a leading global authority 
on questions of corruption, democratization, and reform, prof. Johnston has also 
served as a senior consultant to organizations such as the World bank, united nations, 
organization of american states, and the us agency for international Development. 
His book syndromes of corruption: Wealth, power, and Democracy won the 2009 
grawemeyer award for ideas improving World order, presented by the university of 
louisville. He holds a phD from Yale university.

DeMocracY anD gooD goVernance

Does DeMocracY cHecK corruption?

affluent market democracies tend to get the best marks on most corruption indices, but that does not necessarily 
mean that they have slain the beast. open and sustained democracy is, after all, an extremely high hurdle for many 
societies to surmount, particularly in the short run. Democracy also ushers in corruption problems of its own, as 
witness controversies in many democratic societies regarding the proper role, sources, and uses of money in electoral 
politics. the sorts of promises democracy holds forth – inclusion, participation, fairness, and the right to be heard 
by those in power – are under considerable stress in many countries that call themselves democratic, a dilemma 
closely linked to many citizens’ sense of corruption. Finally, much of what citizens and some analysts would regard 
as corrupting in democratic societies involves legal activities that often enjoy constitutional protection. the result – 
influence Market corruption, or what lawrence lessig has termed institutional corruption – works through, rather 
than in defiance of, laws and formal institutions. such practices are extremely difficult to control, as challenges to 
them must traverse political ground already substantially shaped by wealth. influence Market corruption has a way of 
extending around the world, via liberalized markets and institutions, to affect poorer and non-democratic societies 
as well. 

inFluence MarKets, tecHnologY, anD eMerging Vulnerabilities

Most of the usual ideas for corruption control treat the problem as synonymous with bribery, and as a form of 
deviance, and therefore focus on crime-prevention strategies. but there are many other forms of corruption, and - as 
revelations in the panama and paradise papers, among others, remind us - a significant portion of it is legal (or at least 
not clearly illegal), is carried out by proxies, and takes place in international arenas. Moreover, new technology and 
the acceleration of existing varieties make it harder to keep up with emerging practices; the clearest answer at the 
moment to the question of how bitcoin and blockchain will affect corruption is “nobody knows”. in this discussion 
we will take a more general look at major anti-corruption strategies - law enforcement, incentives, liberalization, civil 
society, and international agreements and cooperation - to assess their various strengths and, more to the point, their 
collective gaps and weaknesses. We will conclude with your perspectives on these issues, as developed and reported 
in small groups.
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DeMocracY anD gooD goVernance

summer academy 2018

DANUBE REGION/WACHAU EXCURSION
the  afternoon of monday 2 July  will  be  devoted  to  exploring  the  picturesque Wachau  region, 
a uneSCO  World  Heritage  Site.  the tour will begin with a visit to Stift melk, a Benedictine abbey 
above the town of melk. a boat ride on the danube will then take participants to the ancient town 
of dürnstein. the day will conclude with dinner in a traditional austrian “heuriger”. 

13:00  departure from iaCa campus, Laxenburg to melk
14:40  Stift melk guided tour
16:20  Boat trip to dürnstein
18:30  dinner at alter Klosterkeller, dürnstein
20:00  end of dinner – return to Vienna
21:30  arrival at Hotel motel One, Vienna

monday, 02.07.2018
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tuesday, 03.07.2018

miCHaeL JOHnStOn

michael Johnston is a Distinguished professor at iaca and the charles a. Dana 
professor of political science emeritus at colgate university. as a leading global authority 
on questions of corruption, democratization, and reform, prof. Johnston has also 
served as a senior consultant to organizations such as the World bank, united nations, 
organization of american states, and the us agency for international Development. 
His book syndromes of corruption: Wealth, power, and Democracy won the 2009 
grawemeyer award for ideas improving World order, presented by the university of 
louisville. He holds a phD from Yale university.

political Will & public procureMent

political Will, transparencY, anD Magical tHinKing

to a remarkable extent anti-corruption debates exhibit a certain sameness, pretty much regardless of the country or 
corrupt practices in question. part of the problem is “magical thinking” - the notion that ideas that have accomplished 
relatively little in the past will still somehow control corruption - or reform principles that can have counterproductive 
effects. in the former category are notions such as “political will” – unknowable until after the fact, if even then – and 
“petty” vs “grand corruption”. in the latter category, transparency is a prime example; everyone knows it is always 
a good idea except for… the surprising ways in which it isn’t. another entrenched idea in need of a fresh look is the 
tendency to equate corruption with bribery only, and to treat both essentially as crime-prevention challenges. in this 
discussion we will examine our old ways of thinking, and examine ways in which we might make a fresh, and a better, 
start on corruption control among real people in real societies. can we develop a new repertoire of concepts, and 
fresh modes of thinking?
 

“populisM”, Deep DeMocratiZation, anD integritY

there is in many democracies a sense that things have gone seriously wrong - that citizens are ignored by their officials 
and institutions. a common and acutely felt aspect of those discontents is that democratic life has been profoundly 
corrupted – distorted and devalued by money and those who possess it, and by those who are supposed to act in 
the name of the public good. Whether or not those discontents fit formal definitions of corruption - and in many 
ways, they do not - that is still a corruption problem, one that poses critical challenges for us but may also conceal 
real opportunities. For many years i have argued that the best antidote to corruption is “deep democratization” - not 
necessarily the pursuit of full-blown electoral democracy, but rather enabling citizens to defend themselves and 
their interests by political means, safely and in ways that cannot be ignored. Deep democratization will often be 
a contentious process, but the ultimate goal is stronger and deeper integrity, in its classical sense of “wholeness”. 
a sense that that sort of integrity has been lost is one impulse behind what we call “populism”; yet those fighting 
corruption have a real opportunity to restore integrity in several senses. in perhaps surprising ways, dilemmas of 
corruption and reform both drive the current democratic malaise and point toward ways to pursue something better. 
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political Will & public procureMent

CarOLine niCHOLaS

Caroline nicholas is a senior legal officer with the international trade law Division 
of the united nations office of legal affairs (the uncitral secretariat). she has served 
as secretary to its Working group on procurement and infrastructure Development, 
which drafted the uncitral Model law on public procurement (issued in 2011), an 
accompanying guide to enactment (2012), and other uncitral documents in the field. 
she previously advised on international war damage claims at the un compensation 
commission, was a un internal investigator, and has practised law in the city of london 
and Hong Kong.

JOHanneS S. SCHnitZer

Johannes S. Schnitzer is the founder of schnitzer law, a law firm specialized in 
public procurement law and based in austria. He has many years of experience in 
the field of procurement law as well as compliance and risk management in respect 
of public procurement. Johannes s. schnitzer is the Vice chair of the international 
public procurement committee, section of public contract law of the american bar 
association.

coMparatiVe international perspectiVes on tHe regulation 
oF public procureMent

there are many international texts regulating public procurement – from the un 
convention against corruption, the Wto agreement on government procurement via 
the eu Directives, and the uncitral Model law, to the procurement policies, rules, 
guidelines, etc. of international financial institutions. Do they all provide for the same 
standards? if not, why not? should we harmonize them to the extent we can?

anti-corruption in tHe area oF public procureMent - 
Vulnerabilities, lessons learneD, anD best practices

Various studies suggest that hundreds of billions of dollars are lost to corruption in public procurement every year. 
it is not only the sheer volume involved in public procurement that makes it so vulnerable to corruption, but in 
particular the complexity of any tender procedure. to understand corruption in public procurement, it is important to 
understand the procurement process. to this end, the lecture will focus on all phases of the procurement process and 
will map important corruption risks that may arise during the tender process. the lecture will also focus on further 
corruption-prevention strategies in public procurement, such as exclusion and debarment from tender procedures 
and collective actions.

summer academy 2018
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wednesday, 04.07.2018

KLauS mOOSmayer

Klaus moosmayer has been the chief compliance officer of siemens and head 
of the global siemens compliance organization since 2014. From 2010 to 2014, he 
served as the chief counsel compliance and between 2007 and 2010 as compliance 
operating officer at siemens. before entering the siemens legal Department in 2000, 
he was a private practice lawyer. Klaus Moosmayer studied law at the university of 
Freiburg in germany and was trained as an army officer. He has published extensively 
on compliance and white-collar crime topics, including compliance and anti-corruption 
manuals for companies. He was appointed as the anti-corruption chair of the business 
and industry advisory committee at the oecD in 2013.

beHaViour, etHics & coMpliance 

tHe sieMens coMpliance sYsteM anD WHat We all can Do 
to DriVe Fair MarKet conDitions

the lecture will touch upon compliance at siemens, overall trends in corporate compliance, and recent developments 
in legal frameworks from a corporate point of view. at siemens the issue of compliance – the strict adherence to all 
laws, regulations, and our internal guidelines, in particular the siemens business conduct guidelines – is the basis for 
all our decisions. compliance is not a programme, it is the way we conduct business. “only clean business is siemens 
business”. the basis for building an effective compliance system is the compliance risk assessment. the siemens 
compliance system is divided into three action levels: prevent, detect, and respond. besides company-wide efforts to 
implement compliance policies in daily business, the training of employees, and constant communication on integrity 
by the company’s business leaders, siemens is committed to investigating possible misconduct and taking disciplinary 
measures in case of violations. Within the wider sphere of influence, siemens is engaged in various multi-stakeholder 
initiatives aimed at jointly combating corruption in the markets where siemens conducts business. in addition, the 
lecture will describe the anti-corruption agenda of the b20 process as the cco of siemens chaired this committee 
under the german g20 presidency.
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beHaViour, etHics & coMpliance 

guidO paLaZZO 
guido palazzo is professor of business ethics at Hec, university of lausanne. He studied 
business administration and philosophy at the university of bamberg (germany) and 
wrote his phD in political philosophy at the university of Marburg (germany). He has 
taught in numerous other places such as iMD, inseaD, beijing institute of technology, 
and copenhagen business school. His research deals with corporate responsibility in 
global supply chains, the mechanisms of (un)ethical decision-making in organizations, 
the fight against organized crime, and the impact of storytelling on behaviour. He is 
one of the most cited business ethics scholars in the world. the german newspaper 
Frankfurter allgemeine Zeitung, in its ranking of the most influential economists in 
germany/switzerland/austria, ranked him no. 27 in the research category in 2017.

His articles have been published in the leading management journals such as academy of Management review, the 
academy of Management Journal, and the Journal of Management studies. He is associate editor of the business 
ethics Quarterly and sits on the editorial boards of numerous journals. one of his recent papers on cosa nostra 
in sicily was one of three finalists of the prestigious academy of Management Journal best paper award 2016 and 
was featured in the economist. guido palazzo received the Max Weber award for his research on multinational 
corporations by the german president in 2008.

He produced the first online Mooc at the university of lausanne on “unethical decision-making in organizations” at 
coursera.org which has so far been taken by more than 30,000 people. guido currently directs a training programme 
on sustainable leadership for senior officials of the chinese communist party (vice minister level). He has worked with 
boards, leadership teams, and compliance experts at numerous corporations in europe and the usa, among them 
siemens, Daimler, airbus, Volvo cars, the Federal reserve bank of new York, Kemira, commerzbank, statoil, edwards, 
elekta, getinge, sca, telia company, the international olympic committee, Hogan lovells llp, cook Medical, pandora, 
and Johnson & Johnson. guido teaches and trains in english, german, French, and italian.

FroM Yale to Jail: WHY gooD Managers MaKe unetHical Decisions

too often, compliance is perceived and managed as a legal topic. as a result, employees perceive it as antagonistic 
if not hostile. they are not motivated to reflect upon their own compliance risks. the compliance manager is the 
controller, not the partner, in such a setting. such an approach might help to keep criminals in an organization in 
check, but it does not help to create a climate of integrity. compliance has to be framed in a broader ethical sense and 
should be perceived not as a control function but as a genuine leadership function with compliance/legal experts as 
development partners. the concept of ethical blindness which i have developed is based on a simple idea: contexts 
can be stronger than reason and good people can do bad things without even realizing that what they do is illegal or 
immoral. based on state-of-the-art research on the psychology of unethical decision-making and interpreting recent 
scandals – from Volkswagen to Wells Fargo – i show how organizations and their leaders can create such high-risk 
environments for their employees, and offer ways of protecting the organization from ethical blindness.

summer academy 2018
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wednesday, 04.07.2018

aLeXey KOnOV

alexey Konov is a director of the anti-corruption research and education center (acerc) 
of the russian presidential academy of national economy and public administration. 
acerc provides centralized training for the federal executive bodies’ anti-corruption 
units. being one of the leading russian experts on corruption risk assessment, conflict 
of interest regulation, and asset disclosure, as well as other anti-corruption issues, Mr. 
Konov is included in the presidential anti-corruption Directorate expert council and the 
russian government expert council. He has taken active part in drafting the russian 
anti-corruption legislation and guidelines. in 2013-2015, he was a representative of the 
russian Federation in the g20 anti-corruption Working group. He also took part, as 
a member of the russian delegation, in the fifth and sixth sessions of the conference 
of the states parties to the united nations convention against corruption (uncac), as 
well as in the apec anti-corruption and transparency Working group meetings.

beHaViour, etHics & coMpliance 

tHe splenDours anD Miseries oF anti-corruption coMpliance 

in recent years, anti-corruption compliance has attracted ever-increasing attention. international organizations and 
governments have been putting much effort into strengthening the legislative framework concerning the supply side 
of corruption. private companies have been constantly forced to invest time and resources in developing corruption 
prevention and investigation tools. What do governments aim to achieve when burdening business with anti-
corruption obligations? What means do they usually use? Do private companies have any other reasons to invest in 
anti-corruption infrastructure apart from state enforcement? What anti-corruption measures introduced by private 
companies can bring tangible results and how can window-dressing be avoided?
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beHaViour, etHics & coMpliance 

summer academy 2018
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corruption in sports takes place all over 
the world, often transnationally, in a 
variety of forms: bribes, kickbacks, match 
fixing, doping, illegal betting, and money-
laundering. these present an obstacle to 
sustainable sport development, distort fair 
competition, and harm public trust in the 
core values of sports.

today's sport industry is characterized by 
limited or non-existent domestic legislation, 
and by inadequate coordination and 
cooperation between relevant stakeholders 
such as sports governing bodies, law 
enforcement, and the private sector. 
under these circumstances, the 
phenomenon of corruption in sports 
calls for drastic national and international 
interventions.

the round table will identify some of the 
weaknesses of sports governance, review 
where and how corruption occurs, and 
assess why regulation and monitoring are 
not working properly. the aim of this round 
table is to allow participants to have a better 
picture of the ties between sports and 
corruption and discuss how to prevent and 
address these challenging issues.

COrruptiOn in SpOrtS: 
HoW to plaY bY tHe rules

wednesday, 04.07.2018

dieter 
BraeKeVeLd 

integrity in sports 
training officer, 
interpol

MoDerator

Dean and executive 
secretary of iaca

martin
Kreutner

UN photo/Mark Garten

rounD-table Discussion
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aLeXey 
KOnOV 

Director, anti-corruption research and education center 
(acerc) of the russian presidential academy of national 
economy and public administration

aLeX 
pHiLipS

Head of governance and 
compliance, ueFa

SyLVia 
SCHenK 

consultant, Herbert smith 
Freehills

rounD-table Discussion
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thursday, 05.07.2018

pauL myerS 

paul myers’s career in computing and internet research and development dates 
back to 1978. He started work in 1995 as an information researcher, combining his 
technical knowledge with the realities of his journalism work as the internet grew in 
significance. this led him to devise unique, innovative strategies that have led countless 
researchers to evidence they would never otherwise have found. His ideas continue to 
shape the way professionals conduct online research and investigation. paul currently 
works in the uK media on an investigation project, and has worked with leading bbc 
programmes like panorama, Watchdog, inside out, bbc news, bbc online, local and 
national radio, and the bbc World service. He also delivers training in key areas of 
digital and investigative work, from social media investigation to digital photography. 
He has trained diverse groups including the un, the guardian newspaper, KpMg, the 
Financial times, channel 4, cnn, and the World bank.

open source inVestigation & enForceMent 

online inVestigation: strategies anD tecHniQues

in this session, paul will take participants through the specialist investigative techniques needed to find information 
and trace people on the net, learning how to use language and “logic trap” google into providing the right answers. 
participants will see how to travel back in time to find deleted tweets and changed pages, and will see how unique 
factors can help in navigating the various social networks and locate people of interest in an investigation.

aDVanceD social MeDia researcH anD tools

paul will demonstrate how advanced social media techniques can be deployed to investigate people of interest, 
including amazing tools that go far beyond the Facebook search box. participants will learn how to use phone 
numbers to trace and locate people, and relationship analysis tools to find connected parties. using real-life examples 
of how these tools have solved difficult cases, paul will shed light on a new world of possibilities. 
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open source inVestigation & enForceMent 

reBeCCa B.L. Li
rebecca B.L. Li is a consultant providing expert services on anti-corruption and 
corporate governance. in these areas, she is also the expert advisor to the Hong 
Kong independent non-executive Director association. she previously worked in the 
operations Department of the Hong Kong independent commission against corruption 
(icac) for 32 years, and was acting Head of operations at the time of her departure 
in mid-2016. she has extensive experience in spearheading and overseeing major 
investigations of corruption and related crimes in both the public and private sectors. 
During her service with the icac, Ms. li was involved in the work of the anti-corruption 
and transparency Working group of apec, the review by unoDc of the implementation 
by Hong Kong, china (HKc) of the united nations convention against corruption, and 
the mutual evaluation of HKc by FatF. Ms. li was awarded the Distinguished service 
Medal in recognition of her contributions to the icac. she is the holder of a Master’s 
degree in criminal Justice from the university of leicester.

inVestigating a secret criMe tHat leaVes no Fingerprints

corruption is not easy to detect, let alone investigate. it is the very unique nature of corruption, with its features of 
secrecy and invisibility, that renders it a difficult crime to probe and investigate. Furthermore, advances in technology 
and the ease of movement of funds and people from one jurisdiction to another have contributed towards making 
corruption a transnational crime. What then, can be done to overcome difficulties in investigating corruption? this 
lecture will discuss the legislation, powers, techniques, and skills that are needed to effectively enforce anti-corruption 
laws. case studies will be referred to for illustration purposes.

summer academy 2018
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global & regional perspectiVes

friday, 06.07.2018

aBu KaSSim Bin mOHamed  

abu Kassim bin mohamed is a visiting expert at iaca (on a pro bono basis) and also 
a member of the academy’s board of governors. He is Director-general of the national 
centre for governance, integrity and anti-corruption of Malaysia. previously, he was 
the chief commissioner of the Malaysian anti-corruption commission (Macc) and has 
been an anti-corruption practitioner since 1984, holding prominent positions in the 
interpol group of experts on corruption (igec) and the international association of 
anti-corruption authorities (iaaca). He has a bachelor in social science from Malaysia 
science university, penang, and a Master’s in criminal Justice from Michigan state 
university.

global perspectiVe: HoW to MaKe anti-corruption agencies surViVe?

We have seen in many countries that anti-corruption agencies (acas) were disbanded, especially when the government 
changes. survival of an anti-corruption agency does not solely depend on the "political will" of the government but 
the proper establishment of the agency. it is important that the anti-corruption agency be established through the 
grand law of the country, or if not, at least through legislation. the agency shall gain the support of the public by 
conducting the functions independently, transparently, and with professionalism to remain relevant. strong legislation 
addressing its establishment and powers is the key for a sustainable anti-corruption agency.

regional perspectiVe: transForMing aca to cope WitH cHanges 
anD real case exaMples

every aca faces challenges to remain relevant and sustainable. acas should change according to the development 
of new norms including technological advancement, techniques, and creativity in tactical know-how to succeed in 
achieving a high success rate to gain the continuous support of the public. complacency, selective investigation, 
political inclination, and lack of resources are features of a failed aca. an aca that is being led by a head with 
integrity, accountability, and strong management skills ensures survival in volatile environments. Hence, it is very 
crucial for an aca to portray independence, transparency, and professionalism, and be led by a head or chief with 
strong management skills, integrity, and accountability to gain public support for continuity in remaining as a relevant 
agency.   
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global & regional perspectiVes
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Summer aCademy 
2018

Friday
29.06.2018

Saturday
30.06.2018

Sunday
01.07.2018

mOnday
02.07.2018

tueSday
03.07.2018

WedneSday
04.07.2018

tHurSday
05.07.2018

Friday
06.07.2018
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of the day

introduction, Context, 
and History of ideas

Legal Frameworks of
 anti-Corruption & 

economy of Corruption
democracy and good governance

political Will & 
public procurement 

Behaviour, ethics & Compliance
Open Source investigation & 

enforcement
 global & regional perspectives

Welcome Coffee &
registration

Welcome Coffee &
registration

Welcome Coffee &
registration

Welcome Coffee &
registration Welcome Coffee &

registration
Welcome Coffee &

registration
group photo (08:25)

08:30 - 10:00

a
rr

iv
al

Organizational 
Information

overview, achievements & 
challenges of 

uncac review Mechanism
Dimitri Vlassis

Does Democracy check corruption?
Michael Johnston

political Will, transparency, 
and Magical thinking
Michael Johnston

the siemens compliance system 
and What We all can Do to Drive 

Fair Market conditions
Klaus Moosmayer

online investigation: strategies 
and techniques

Paul Myers

Shuttle Bus: 
Hotel - iaCa

(09:30 departure)introductory lecture
Martin Kreutner

10:00 - 10:30 Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break

10:30 - 12:00

rethinking corruption: global 
perspectives, contextualized 

initiatives, Defining corruption 
as an old crime with new Forms

Catherine Bamugemereire

Fighting Foreign bribery: 
successes & challenges

Christine Uriarte

influence Markets, technology, 
and emerging Vulnerabilities

Michael Johnston

“populism”, Deep Democratization, 
and integrity

Michael Johnston

From Yale to Jail: Why good 
Managers Make 

unethical Decisions
Guido Palazzo

advanced social Media 
research and tools

Paul Myers

global perspective: How to Make anti-
corruption agencies survive?
Abu Kassim bin Mohamed 

12:00 - 13:30

registration
at the Hotel

(12:00 - 16:00)

Lunch Lunch Lunch (until 13:00) Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

13:30 - 15:00

rethinking corruption: global 
perspectives, contextualized 

initiatives, Defining corruption 
as an old crime with new Forms

Catherine Bamugemereire

role of economic theory in 
predicting and potentially 

curbing corruption
Tina Søreide

excursion 
danube region/Wachau

including dinner

comparative international 
perspectives on the regulation 

of public procurement
Caroline Nicholas 

From Yale to Jail: Why good 
Managers Make 

unethical Decisions
Guido Palazzo

investigating a secret crime that 
leaves no Fingerprints

Rebecca B.L. Li 

regional perspective: transforming aca to 
cope with changes and real case examples

Abu Kassim bin Mohamed 

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break15:00 - 15:30

teambuilding 
(15:30 - 17:30)

role of economic theory in 
predicting and potentially 

curbing corruption
Tina Søreide

anti-corruption in the area of public 
procurement - Vulnerabilities, lessons 

learned, and best practices
Johannes S. Schnitzer 

the splendours and Miseries of 
anti-corruption compliance

Alexey Konov

investigating a secret crime that 
leaves no Fingerprints

Rebecca B.L. Li  

regional perspective: transforming aca to 
cope with changes and real case examples

Abu Kassim bin Mohamed 
(until 16:30)15:30 - 17:00

Shuttle Bus: 
Hotel - iaCa 

(16:30 departure)

Closing Ceremony -  
awarding of Certificates17:00 - 18:00 registration at 

the academy

networking & Barbeque

dinner Breakdinner

18:00 - 19:00

Opening 
Ceremony and 

Welcome 
reception

round table
Corruption in Sports: 

How to play by the rules
(18:20 - 20:50)

Cocktail reception &
Farewell dinner 

dinner
dinner departure

departure
Free night

Vienna tour
(19:00 - 20:00) 19:00 - 21:30

departure (21:20)

prograMMe 
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participants

participants FroM 39 countries anD JurisDictions

partiCipantS 
By SeCtOr

37%

16%
23%

%12

6%

6%

austria

italy

Luxembourg

netherlands

Switzerland

united Kingdom of great Britain and northern ireland

united States of america

Brazil

dominican republic

mexico

paraguay

peru
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partiCipantS 
By gender

45%
55%

ethiopia

Liberia

madagascar

malawi

nigeria

rwanda

Sierra Leone

uganda

united republic of tanzania 

Zambia

afghanistan

Bahrain

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Cambodia

india

indonesia

Lebanon

nepal

Sri Lanka

albania

azerbaijan

Hungary

Lithuania

montenegro

Slovakia

Kosovo
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the international anti-corruption academy (iaca) is the 
first global institution of its kind, dedicated to overcoming 
shortcomings in knowledge and practice in the field 
of anti-corruption and compliance and empowering 
professionals for the challenges of tomorrow. 

the academy delivers and facilitates anti-corruption and 
compliance training for practitioners from all sectors of 
society and provides technical assistance to stakeholders 
seeking to strengthen their anti-corruption regimes. it 
offers standardized and tailor-made trainings, academic 
degree programmes, opportunities for dialogue 
and networking, and anti-corruption think-tank and 
benchmarking activities. 

the organization was initiated by the united nations 
office on Drugs and crime (unoDc), interpol, the 
european anti-Fraud office (olaF), the republic of 

austria, and other stakeholders. it became an international 
organization on 8 March 2011 and currently has a 
constituency of 73 parties, including three international 
organizations. it is an observer to the united nations 
general assembly, the un economic and social council 
(ecosoc), the council of europe’s group of states against 
corruption (greco), and the international organization 
for Migration (ioM), and has been explicitly welcomed by 
an array of international resolutions. 

iaca observes geographical and cultural diversity 
and seeks broad partnerships with public and private 
sector institutions, international and non-governmental 
organizations, as well as civil society. it draws on 
an unwavering drive towards excellence, a spirit of 
innovation, and a commitment to rendering itself 
accessible to individuals from all parts of the globe.

about iaca

caMpus

the summer academy takes place at iaca’s campus in 
laxenburg, a small town near to the austrian capital 
Vienna. once upon a time, laxenburg was frequented 
by the austrian imperial court and served as a summer 
residence for generations of aristocrats. it still offers an 
atmospheric glimpse into that era as well as a conducive 
learning environment for today’s anti-corruption and 
compliance professionals. 

the town has an old imperial castle, parts of which 
date back to the 13th century, with vast gardens and a 
picturesque lake. it also boasts a number of palaces, an 
old railway station, and plenty of greenery for recreation 
and relaxation. iaca is housed in the 17th century palais 
Kaunitz Wittgenstein. 

legend has it that Mozart’s symphonies once echoed 
through its chambers. the historic building has passed 
through the hands of many aristocrats and served as a 
military hospital, girls’ school, and community centre 
before finally passing to iaca. 

in 2010, the building was renovated by the government 
of lower austria and transformed into a modern facility, 
with its ancient charm preserved. today, it features 
seminar rooms of different sizes and a ceremonial hall, 
which was once a ballroom, providing ample space for 
trainings, conferences, and other events.
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iaca’s 6th assembly of parties, sharm el sheikh, egypt, 2 - 4 october 2017

graduation of the Master in anti-corruption studies class of 2015 - 2017, 7 December 2017
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iaca alumni reunion 2017

summer academy 2016

iaca alumni reunion 2017
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iaca’s alumni association currently includes 
over 1,500 anti-corruption and compliance 
professionals from 155 countries and 
jurisdictions. they have completed an academic 
degree programme, open training, or tailor-
made training at iaca, or a conference, 
workshop, or seminar in which iaca has 
been involved thematically, as appropriate. 
the purpose of the association is to foster a 
lifelong professional and personal connection 
between iaca and its alumni. the academy 
publishes a quarterly magazine, iacalumnus, 
which includes articles written by alumni and 
offers a platform to exchange best practices 
and latest developments in their respective 
areas of work. We are looking forward to your 
contributions!

in addition, the annual iaca alumni reunion 
takes place in laxenburg during the first 
week of July to coincide with the summer 
academy. the two-day programme gives 
alumni the possibility to network on-site 
with other former students and participants, 
to benefit from interactive discussions with 
specially chosen lecturers, and to extend their 
professional connections through networking 
with current summer academy participants.

iaca aluMni association

contact
write
email:

alumni@iaca.int

iaCalumniLINKEDIN 
group

visit
us on: 

alumni.iaca.int

Programme 2018
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BUS PLAN / summer academy 2018

date time

Friday, 29 June 2018 06:30 Vienna international airport/Flughafen Wien - Hotel Motel one

10:30 Vienna international airport/Flughafen Wien - Hotel Motel one

14:30 Vienna international airport/Flughafen Wien - Hotel Motel one

16:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

20:00 iaca - Hotel Motel one

saturday, 30 June 2018 07:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

18:30 iaca - Hotel Motel one

sunday, 1 July 2018 07:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

18:00 iaca - Hotel Motel one

19:00 - 
20:00

Vienna bus tour (departure/arrival from/to Motel one)

Monday, 2 July 2018 07:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

13:00 iaca - Danube region/Wachau

21:30 Danube region/Wachau - Hotel Motel one 

tuesday, 3 July 2018 07:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

19:30 iaca - Hotel Motel one

Wednesday, 4 July 2018 07:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

21:20 iaca - Hotel Motel one 

thursday, 5 July 2018 07:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

23:30 restaurant gallo rosso, laxenburg - Hotel Motel one

Friday, 6 July 2018 09:30 Hotel Motel one - iaca

18:45 iaca - Hotel Motel one

19:00 iaca - Vienna international airport

saturday, 7 July 2018 06:00 Hotel Motel one - Vienna international airport

12:00 Hotel Motel one - Vienna international airport

15:00 Hotel Motel one - Vienna international airport
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122 
133 
144 
112 
+43 1406 4343 

Fire Department
police
emergency Medical services
principal emergency number (eu-wide)
emergency medical services in case of poisoning

emergenCy COntaCt numBerS

Summer academy duty phone:  +43 688 6402 9659

 
 

 
 +43 2236 / 25 000

 office@taxicenter-moedling.at

 +43 664 3333003

 e.huschauer@kabsi.at

taxi center MÖDling gmbH taxi HuscHauer

please also consult the iaCa House rules, including information regarding emergency procedures.

2340 Mödling, Fabriksgasse 8/4 am Wassersprung 36, 2361 laxenburg

the best way to stay connected with us.

scan this code & download the app on your phone
andrOid and iOS

Download the
iaca Mobile app
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